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SOULCALIBUR VI is a re-release of the 2010 PS3 action game originally released in the
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arcades by Camelot in Japan, Data East in the United States, and CyDesignation and
PlayAsia in Asia. SOULCALIBUR VI brings the features from the original game, including

online multiplayer and dynamic 3D graphics, to a full 1080p resolution and 60FPS, as well
as improved controls. The game also introduces a number of adjustments for a more

balanced and authentic experience. Recommended System Requirements - PlayStation®3
(CPU: AMD Phenom II X4 955 Black Edition, Intel i5-2500K (Single-Core), or greater.

Memory: 4GB or greater (6GB minimum for online play). OS: version 7.0 or greater For any
question please contact the following support team: Telephone: +852) 2319-1038 Email:
SOLUCALIBURVI@Konami.com - Help Line: Toll-free:+852) 2319-1038 Those who already
purchased the Digital Content will receive an email from KONAMI.com after the purchase
confirming the item has been purchased. In order to receive a key for the game, please

follow these instructions to register your key to your KONAMI.com account. DLC Content:
DLC will be available for purchase in the PlayStation®Store after release. Please see

KONAMI.com for further details. Accessing the following content may require the purchase
of one of the following Season Passes: 1. Access to 13 additional battle comments for
Hwang. [12-13-19] 2. Access to additional weapons & items. [12-13-19] 3. Access to

additional titles [12-13-19] It will work on PS4, but I noticed that the Consumable content
"The Soulful Spectacles" is missing, it's like the DLC has been released before the Season

Pass DLC is released. I only see the "Special Missions" DLC on the store so far.Q: Java Regex
: Pattern working in editor, not working in Java I have the following string: "Well written and
insightful; but with only one small suggestion:" I use the following regex to extract the "Well

written and insightful; but

SOULCALIBUR VI - DLC13: Hwang Features Key:
Choose your protagonist! ‘SOULCALIBUR VI’ doesn’t leave any details about the story

and characters behind. Thirty possible endings await you even after completing the game!
Create and play your own multiplayer matches! Customize the rules of match and

grind your way to a championship!
Unlock deep gameplay features with the campaign! Go beyond the simple PREMIUM
and unlock NEW gameplay features such as Double Combo Boost and EX Ammunition

and Steam Achievements!
Get a look inside the mysterious ‘SOULCALIBUR VI’ Take advantage of the app’s new

system, with which you can ‘glimpse’ the inside of ‘SOULCALIBUR VI’.
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SOULCALIBUR VI

With the ‘SOULCALIBUR VI’ DLC, the existing DLC ‘Eternal Champion’ will become available and you
can experience the journey with ‘ONLINE MULTIPLAYER MODE!’

This DLC features all updates and developments of ‘SOULCALIBUR VI’:

Introducing all new game systems such as the ‘Double Combo Boost and EX
Ammunition’ features! In addition, the menu and control systems have been updated for
smoother gameplay!
A brand new multiplayer mode! Battle with a friend in ‘ZONE MODE’ and be the
last to survive! In addition, a new competitive ranking system has been implemented!
NEW characters and costumes! You can now choose from 20 different fighters!
 2 new costumes for Svetlana and Robin to choose from.
Introducing all new ‘BROKEN’ weapons including ‘Diamond Knuckles’ and ‘Silver
Heart’! Broken weapons feature powerful effects not available in ‘SOULCALIBUR VI’.
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